Press Release

DKV acquires SV Transportservice GmbH
Mobility service provider strengthens fuel, toll and refund business in the Balkans

Ratingen, 22.07.2020. DKV Euro Service recently acquired SV Transportservice GmbH (SVTS).
The Austrian company, based in St. Martin am Inn, is specialized in fuel cards, toll collection
and VAT refunds for transport companies based primarily in the Balkans.

"SVTS was founded in 2010 by the entrepreneur Slavica Vranjković. Her passion to take care
of her customers is inspiring," says Marco van Kalleveen, CEO of DKV Mobility. "We look
forward to growing our business together with her, driven by innovative services and great
customer care".

With this fifth acquisition in the past twelve months, DKV is consistently adhering to its
growth strategy. Existing SVTS clients will benefit from an expanded portfolio of innovative
and integrated services with this acquisition. Both parties have agreed not to disclose the
total amount of the transaction.

Further information is available at www.dkv-euroservice.com
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DKV Euro Service
DKV Euro Service has been one of the leading mobility service providers for the logistics and
transport industry for over 85 years. From cashless route delivery at over 120,000 cross-brand
acceptance points to toll collection and VAT refunds, DKV offers a comprehensive range of
services for optimizing and managing vehicle fleets throughout Europe. DKV Euro Service is
part of DKV MOBILITY with over 1,000 employees. In 2019, the Group achieved a transaction
volume of EUR 9.9 billion and was active in 42 countries. Currently, more than 4.2 million
DKV CARDs and on-board units are in use with over 230,000 contractual partners. In 2019,
the DKV CARD was awarded best brand in the fuel and service card category for the 15th
time in a row.
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Looking forward to the cooperation: Slavica Vranjković, Managing Director SV Transporte
GmbH and Markus Präßl, Managing Director DKV Euro Service GmbH + Co KG. (Photo: DKV)
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